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Random Magnetic Fields, Supersymmetry, and Negative Dimensions
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We prove the equivalence, near the critical point, of a D-dimensional spin system in
a random external magnetic field with a (D-2)-dimensional spin system in the absence
of a magnetic field. This is due to the hidden supersymmetry of the associated stochastic
differential equation. We identify a space with one anticommuting coordinate with a space
having negative dimensions -2.

The critical behavior of a spin system in a
random external magnetic field (i.e., the infrared
behavior of a scalar field theory in presence of
a random external source) has recently been in-
vestigated. ' By explicit computations it has been
found" that the values of the most —infrared-
divergent diagrams' in dimensions D are equal
to the values of the same diagrams without mag-
netic fields in dimensions D-2. In this Letter we
show that this apparently mysterious result has
a simple geometrical interpretation, which stems
from a hidden supersymmetry4 of the associated
stochastic equation.

Let us define the free energy I ~ averaged over
a Gaussian random magnetic field by the function-
al integrals'.

&q(x) q(0)&

- J nhq „(x)cp„(0) exp[ ——,'Jd yh'(y)],

where y„(x) is the solution of the equation

(2)

-Ay+ V'(cy) +h = 0.

tion, or by using the replica trick. ' The most-
infrared-divergent diagrams contain the maxi-
mum number of h' insertions, as follows from
dimensional analysis. If the other diagrams are
neglected we obtain the tree approximation for
F(h). Using the correspondence between the tree
approximation and the classical nonlinear differ-
ential equation, we find that in this limit the two-
point Green's function is given by

For definiteness we can consider V(y) =-,'m'q'
+g(p . The perturbative expansion in g for Ez

!
can be easily constructed either by direct inspec-

(4)

E[h)=ln f n ex ( fd [-xZ( )xh+( )xy( )x)],
Equation (3) can also be regarded as a differen-

Eh —ln S~ exp dx 2 x +h x yx tial stochastic equation, h being a stochastic
Es = fShE[h] exp[--,' J d'x h'(x)], (1) Gaussian function having autocorrelation (h(x)h(y))

= 5~(x —y). The results of Refs. 1 and 2 imply
that the Green's functions of the stochastic differ-
entia, l equations (3) are the same as those gener-
ated by the Lagrangian of Eq. (1) inD-2 dimen-
sions. Let us see why.

Using standard manipulations, ' we find

(y(x)y(0))- Jn cps)hy(x)y(0)5( —nq+ V'(y)+h) det[-n+ V"(q)]exp[ 2Jh'(y)d y-]-
- J X)yS(unyexp[ —Jd~yZs(y)] (p(x) y(0),

~s =- ~~ +&[-&%+V'(P)]+/[- b. +V"(y)]g,
where 4 is an anticommuting scalar field' (a
ghost field). The Lagrangian 2„ is invariant un-
der the supersymmetry transformations:

dq = —ae„x„y, du=2ac&&„g,

5/=0) dan=a(Epxp& 2E+~B~+))

a being an infinitesimal anticommuting number
and e& an arbitrary vector. The invariance under

! these supersymmetry transformations [Eq. (5)]
is quite unexpected. " It is useful to introduce the
superspace4 characterized by a D -dimensional
commuting coordinate x and by an anticommuting
coordinate 8 (8' =8' =88+88=0) and the superfield,

4(x, 8) =y(x) ~8$(x) yg(x)8+88+@). (6)

Higher orders in 8 are identically zero as a re-
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The supersymmetry transformations [Eq. (5)]
are simply rotations in superspace leaving in-
variant the metric x'+88. We argue that the su-
perspace (x, g) is equivalent to an ordinary (D
—2)-dimensional space. Indeed a space with only
one anticommuting coordinate 8 is equivalent to
an ordinary space with negative dimensions —2.
(Space with negative dimensions are defined by
analytic continuations" from positive dimensions. )
This can be seen from the relation

fdgf(gg) =-——f(z)', , = lim fd rf(r')= lim Sn fr 'drf(z'), Sn=2~n"/I (-,'D). (8)d8 D~ 2 g)~

suit of the anticommuting properties of 8. The
action [Eq. (4)] can be written as f dnxd82„(4),
with

Z„(C) =- 2C E„C +V(C),

where 6„=b.+9'/8888 is the Laplacian in the su-
perspace and the integration in 8 selects the
term proportional to 88 [e.g. , Idge (x, g)

1~( )] 11

where Yq are some (D-2)-dimensional vectors For. example,

S~ is the surface of the unit sphere in D dimensions.
Let us consider a space of dimensionD-2 and formally decompose it as the sum of a space of di-

mension D and of another space of dimension —2. The previous argument implies that an ordinary
space of dimension D-2 is equivalent to the D-dimensional superspace. The precise meaning of the
equivalence is the following:

fd 'xE(Yix, x') = fd xdgE(Yix, x'+88),

fd' 'xf(-') = fd xdgf(X'+88)= ~ '-fd-nxf~(X2) = f '

Equation (9) is sufficient to prove, at all orders
in perturbation theory, that the Green's functions
computed in the D —2 space are the same as
those computed in the D-dimensional superspace.
Indeed, the perturbative expansion for the La-
grangian (V) [which is equivalent to the stochas-
tic Eq. (3)] can be written directly from Feyn-
mann's rule in configuration superspace using
the technique of superpropagator. " The final in-
tegrals have the form of Eq. (9) and the equiva-
lence of the stochastic Eq. (3) with the (D -2)-di-
mensional field theory is therefore proved in the
perturbative expansion. It has its root in the hid-
den supersymmetry of the system and in the geo-
metrical equivalence of an anticommuting-vari-
able space with a negative-dimensional space.

It may be useful to establish this equivalence
rigorously beyond perturbation theory. The
stochastic differential Eq. (3) may provide us
with a different framework to study the proper-
ties of a field theory. It would be quite interest-
ing to see if and how this formalism can be ex-
tended to gauge theories.
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